The administration building of Meckatzer Löwenbräu is an impressive new construction, that is intended as the brewery’s heart and communications centre. A visitor strides past the old and new mashhouses, through the redesigned courtyard towards the new building, and enters the administration building through the curved entry portal.

The foyer impresses with its height and curved lines. Generous and flooded with light, it becomes the heart of the brewery and forms its communications centre.

The employees pass from here to their offices, the maintenance workshop or the filling plant. In addition visitors are received here and will be taken by their contact partner to one of the meeting rooms, or to the generously-designed lounge on the first floor.

Optimised air-conditioning technology and design are inseparable when it is a question of comfort. An attractive ceiling design and a quiet, space-saving and reliable air-conditioning system need to harmonise with each other.
Linear Diffuser
INDUL

Private brewery Meckatzer Löwenbräu, Heimenkirch

Function Luftdurchlass INDUL
INDUL linear diffusers allow very small installation widths from just 15 mm. These are available in a range of designs and meet the highest demands in terms of both ventilation comfort and attractive ceiling design for an unobtrusive installation in all types of ceilings. The supply air is divided into fine individual jets which distribute the supply air into the room at an angle of 45° alternately to the left and to the right. The result is an especially uniform air distribution with an optimal diffuse ambient air flow, and no noticeable draughts.

System advantages:
- Completely draught-free air distribution
- Low diffuser widths, from 15 mm
- Unobtrusive installation in ceiling joints
- Temperature differences up to -14 K
- Light, clean ceilings due to fine-jet characteristics
- Simple, quick and clean installation in all ceiling systems
- Special installation kit for plaster ceilings

For the employees, workplaces have been created that are justified by the aspiration to above-average performance.

The lounge area on the first floor shows the intricate integration of INDUL ceiling ventilation.
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